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The Onlooker
May 24 throuath June 7, 1976
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a neWs magazine for North Dakota

umber Ten

Iron !>prings in the Sheyenne National Grasslands
Ransom County, North Dakota

Copyright 1976 by Mike Juobs

The
Judson

School
question

A hearing on the New Salem School Board's decision
to close the Judson school will be held June 8. Morton
I
County Superintendent of Schools Bill Heisler will
conduct the hearing.
Heisler said he had asked the New Salem School
Board, which voted in March to close t he school, and
the Judson Parent Teacher Organization Steering
Committee, which wants the scnool kept open, to
ubmit written ummaries of their cases.
Each side will also make oral presentations at the
hearing.
Heisler aid no one in the state is familiar with tlie
hearing proce s becau e "as far as can be determined,
it's never been used before." He said the Slate
Department of Public Instruction had no record of
the hearing process ever being used.
Heisler said he would not reach a decision June 8.
''I'll want some time to consider the is ues," he aid.
l le indicated ht> wanted to visit the Judson School to
inspt•rt the facility. which the New Salem School
Board has said is in need of repair.
Either ide in the controversy will have an
opportunit to appeal Hei. ler's decision to the state
Ikpartment of Puhlic In ·trudion, the superintendent
said.

Leon Orri$ Jacobson
ONLOOKER 10

Leon Orris Jacobson. the
Chicago medical researcher and
cducatcr whose discoveries
were instrumental in the development of chemotherapy for
the treatment of cancers. has
been honored with the Roughrider Award. the state's highest
award for achievements by its
natives.
Jacobson, who was
born at Sims in Morton County,
wa. the subject of a profile in
Onlooker Six.
Gov. Arthur A. I.ink announced that Era Bell Thompon, an editor of Ebony magazine and author of American
Daughtcr,a book about her life.
will also receive a Roughridcr
Award.
Thompson is the
daughter (\f black homesteaders. She was born near Dawson
in Kidder County.
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Matters at hand
Waiting lor the nodding
of the fiuffalo 's head

Permit me to apologize for the somber aspect of this
issue.
This has been a most unhappy week. The stingy sky
has given us too little rain to relieve what is becoming
more serious than "a dry spell." The rain, which was
slow and pleasant here in Mandan, wasn't sufficient to
raise the Little Missouri River high enough for a canoe
to pass over its treacherous rocks. The Memorial
Weekend trip has been cancelled. Worse, the fields
are dry and, unless relief comes soon, the crops may
be damaged.
In man's affairs, the week began badly, as well, and
the problem which Monday presented has grown no
easier by Thursday evening.
With two votes Monday, the North Dakota Water
Conservation Commission choose to double the state's
commitment to electrical generation and to coal mining
The North Dakota Century Code makes a lying
promise about the Commission by adding the word
"conservation" to its name. Nearly everyone but me
has stopped using the word to describe the
Commission. After Monday, I feel I should, too.
The aching reality of Monday's vote must be
addressed, however. Let's state it as a question,
perhaps to avoid the bitterness of it. The question is,
"Are we beaten?"
I do not know the answer, but it: seems quite clear
that the focus, at least, of the coal industry's seige of
North Dakota has shifted. Tw.o months ago I could
write confidently about "good news week." Only a
fortnight ago, the question seemed to be 'whether.' To
some, like the governor who, until Monday had made
delay the policy of his administration, the question was
·when.' ow it is neither 'whether' nor 'when.' but
'where.'
To a large extent, even that question has been
a swered. Coal development in North Dakota will be
centered in the thousand square miles between the
Interstate Highway and Garrison Reservoir and
between Highways 8 and 83. Inside that square the
state, by granting permits for water use, has crowded
facilities capable of generating 4,000 megawatts of
electricity and producing 250 million cubic feet of pipe
line quality gas each day. I think Stanley Pollestad of
Halliday summed it up pretty well. He declared, "It's
lik"" putting too many cows in one pasture.''
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The question of specifically 'where' has yet to be
answered, however.
The North Dakota Public
Service Commission will hold hearings, likely as long
and exhausting as the Water Commission's have been,
on that question. Each of the utilities interested in
North Dakota's resources is going to have to prove to
the satisfaction of the Commission tha'" its location is
the most acceptable of those available. A great many
people who live in North Dakota's coal country are
going to be following those hearings very closely. Their
lives will be altered by the PSC's decisions.
I hope the Commission pursues it r_ple 1 vigorously.
The Public Service Commissioners (who are elected,
W1Jike the Water Commissioners) have an opportunity to
gain a lot of knowledge · about the utility industry
through the hearing process. We need to know, for
example, exactly who's using all this power we've
agreed to have generated here. We need to evaluate
the companies' s growth projections critically .. That will
take staff of experts. Fortunately, the PSC has more
experience with the energy industry than the Wat~r
Commission has. We can hope, at least, that their
hearings will be more meaningful and more informative
than those the Water Commission has held.

a

The question of 'where' has another side, as well, a
side that wilJ affect more people than the specific
location of a giant coal conversion plant. This side is
'where will the people live.'
North and west of Bismarck and Mandan, rural
subdivision--the less polite call it urban sprawl·-has
become a major problem. Rural landowners, tired of
trying to make money farming, have turned to
housing. More and more, their efforts are leading to
viJlages in the country. These housing developments
take farm land and they raise problems for their
residents. In Morton County--less than half a dozen
miles from Mandan's city limit--one of these villages is
without good water and without garbage service--and
nearly without trees. These are three things which
make life in urban centers bearable.
It seems to me that North Dakotans have two
responsibilities toward this latest twist in the
development saga. One is to ourselves; the other is to
those who come here planning to spend whatever part
of their lives the energy industry will pay them for.

These people expect and deserve good housing. We
should try to make their lives with us as pleasant w
can. Asking them to live without water and without
garbage service--the Morton residents are denied
access to Bismarck and Mandan landfills-· is not
acceptable treatment.
We have a responsibility to ourselves, as well. We
should save whatever we can of the peace and
pleasure of our state. The population influx should be
spread among the communities in coal country, rather
than being packed into one town or scattered
throughout the countryside. Our cities shoulrl be
compact, but not crowded, and our country should be
. open and agricultural.

With the proper kind of planning and the right
enforcement of zoning ordinances, we can do these
things. That task is not ea y, I'm sure, and the
temptations to loosen up here and there will be many,
indeed, tbut the livability of the future is at stake.
I have often argued that the issue in coal
development is survival. Survival, I aid in One Time
Harvest, is not guaranteed by a mad rush to use up
the few resources we have left to us--at the expense of
the land which Jsustains us and the sky we live in.
That is why coal development on the Northern
Plains has always seemed to me like uch a tragic
mistake and that is why the notion that we are beaten
is so difficult to accept:
In the end, I can't accept it. My old optimism will
prevail. There are victories for lover of the land
ahead of us. The battle grow more complicated and
more esoteric. We move from question about coal to
those involving the complexities of air pollution
control and zoning variances. The energy industry
regards these as roadblocks. I have to look at them as
safeguards for my health and the health of the future.
There is a certain inevitability about this. It is
difficult, at best, for a Water Commi sion in North
Dakota to deny water to the local utility, even if the
utility wasn't asked to prove its need. It is harder till
to deny so influential a rural cooperative as Basin
Electric. Economic theorists always tell me that area
proceed from underdevelopment through everal
development stages. Human live , I uppose, proceed
from the unencumbered to the complicated.
I will continue to insist that the North Dakotan'
desire to be left alone is central to thi coal debate.
Coal encroaches on our lives.
I did not enter the coal debate with any ready
answers and I don't have any tonight, either. I really
don't expect any tomorrow.
But I have come to under. tand that the Blackfoot
chief wasn't offering an opinion when he rejected the
white man'. offer of money for the land he loved. He
was tating a fact. Let me quote him here:
"Our land is more valuable than your money. It will
la t forever. It will not p ri h even by the flame of
fire. As long as the sun shine and the water~ flow.
thi - land will be here to give life to m n . and aniP1al. .
We cannot sell the lives of men and animal ; therefore
we cannot sell thi land. It wa · put here for u oy the
Great .. piri
·
·
elong o u . ou can count . your mone an urn it
within the nod of a buffalo' head, but only the Great
Spirit can count the grain of sand and the blade of
grass of these plains. As a pre ent to you, we will give
you anything we have that you can take with you, but
the land, never."
So now we must wait for the nodding of the
buffalo's head.

Mike Jacobs
HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIHUIHIIIIIINHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

To the editor:

One Time Harvest
Reflections on coal and our future

ONE TIME HARVEST sells for
$5.95.

Please add SO cents per

book for postage and handling.
North Dakota residents must pay
ales tax of four per cent.

We

will extend credit--but we must

add a 30 cent charge for billing.
ONLOOKER subscriber are entitled to a one time only discount
of $ l on their total order.

Name ........................................................................... .
Address ........................................................................ .
City .................................. : ................. .:.state ........ Zlp ... .

Mail to
Box 351, Mandan, North Dakota

1 ju t received my copy of
The Onlooker. Mike you did a
particularly good job on this
issue. The story "Why does the
Souris Rifer flood?" is one of
the best I have seen on this
difficult problem. It outline the
issues and the complication
involved.
I might have .been more
specific in my press conference
at Minot in pointing out that a
flood i the re ult of c eral
factor . One factor, of cour e, is
the increased drainage and
additional land under cultivation. meaning that you get
more flooding with the ame
amount of precipitation. If.
after thi drainage and increa ed tillage take place ou
do not take compensating action either with the con truction
of small dams or a large dam
obviou ly floods will occur more
often and be more serious. If
the precipitation fe11 which
caused the flood of the J880'
under the present conditions, it
would really be a wipeout in the
entire area.
Again, Mike, I want to
compliment you on
our
thorough and balanced presentation of the Souris River flood
problem.
ark Andrew .
Washington, D.C.

This is Basin Electric Power Cooper·
ative's Leland Olds Generating Station at
Stanton. The facility will be dedicated
June 16.

·:·:.·:::.·.·.·.·:.·..·.·-·.·:.·_·_·_·:..·..·_·:·:·:·.·:·······························································································

Another route
for Alaskan
nat~algas
The Federal Power Commission has been presented
a third altermative for moving Alaskan natural gas to
the lower 48 tates. The pipe line would by pass North
Dakota.
This latest alternative has been suggested by North
West Pipe Line Company, a subsidiary of Pacific
North West Energy Systems of Salt Lake City, Utah.
The company proposes to bring gas from the North
Slope down the existing Trans Alaska Pipe Line
Corridor to Fairbanks. From there, gas would flow
through a new pipe line to be laid along the Alcan High
Corridor into Alberta, where the line would split. Gas
destined for the Pacific states would flow southwest·
ward, entering the United States near the Idaho/Montana border. Gas destined for the East and
Midwest would flow through the Alberta Trunk Line
of the Trans Canada Pipe Line and then into the Trans
Canada line itself. This gas--about 65 per cent of the
total flow from the North Slope--would enter the
United States in Minnesota and points further east,
thus bypassing North Dakota.
An alternative route filed by a consortium of
American companies--including two with coal interests in NorthDakota--would enter this state near
Williston and run southeasterly, leaving the state near _
Venturia.

The attorney gen~ral
and the water permit feu

The matter is complicated by the presence of six
suggested routes from the McKenzie Valley to the
pipe line) suggested terminus in western Pennsylvania. Five of the suggestions cross North Dakota,
two of them north of the Missouri, three of them south
of it. The Williston-Venturia route is preferrea by the
consortium. The sixth suggestion would enter the U.S.
east of the Red River of the North near Emerson,
Manitoba. That line, which is preferred by Upper
Midwest environmentalists, would run southward
along the Red River just inside the Minnesota
boundary.

A jurisdictional dispute between North Dakota's
Public Service Commission and her Water Conservation Commission has been clarified but not resolved by
the state's attorney general.
The Water Commission, through its chief engineer
Vernon Fahy, had argued that law passed by the 1975
legislative session obligated the Public Service
Commission to act on coal conversion facility
applications before the Water Commission issued
permits for water use. Not so, the PSC said. The
Water Commission must first grant water, then we'll
select a site for the Rlant.
to Attorney General Olson who
passed it on to the 1977 Legislative session.
Olson held that neither the PSC nor the Water
Conservation Commission is directed to act before the
other in granting coal conversion permits. The thrust
of the ruling is that each body must conduct its own
hearings about applications and each should participate in the other's deliberations.
"While this procedure may seem repetitious, and
while a more facile procedure could perhaps be
adopted, that is a matter for the Lel!islature to
determine," Olson ruled. "We can only conclude that
under the present statutes the legislative intent is
that the Public · Service Commission and the State
Engineer act in accordance with the statutes
governing their particular area of jurisdiciton."
Olson wrote, "We do not indicate that the State
Engineer must as a matter of law issue his certificate
of approval before the Public Service Commission
acts. In some instances he may determine not to do so
for whatever reasons he deems proper. Our position
is that each agency is to pursue its own duties and
obligations under the statutes without waiting for
another agency to act upon an application which is a
part of the whole project. Inter-agency cooperation is,
of course,,desirable in so far as it can be accomplished
within the framework of the agency's prescribed
duties and in so far as it does not compromise the
decision that agency is required to make, independent
of the decisions made by other agencies which may
also be involved in the entire project. This office
cannot, however, impose such cooperative requirements as a matter of law.
If the Legislature
determines that interagency dependence and cooperation is required as a matter of law, they must so
provide."

The North Dakota Group of the Sierra Club--while
supporting the national club's stand opposing the
Northern Border Pipe Line--filed a letter with the
Federal Power Commission suggesting that the
Minnesota route, which avoids irrigation projects in
Montana ,and North Dakota, and several natural
prairie areas in North and South Dakota, is
environmentally preferable to any of the North
Dakota routes. The club also pointed out that that line
would bring gas nearer North Dakota cities in need,
like Fargo and Grand Forks, which are served by
Northern States Power Company. NSP is dependent
on Canadian imports to supply gas to its consumers.
Montana Dakota Utilities · Company, which serves
western North Dakota, supplies gas from North
Dakota and Montana to its customers--and says its
supply, while not surplus, is adequate until 1990.

North Dakota law gives the power to appropriate
water for "beneficial uses" to the Water Conservation
C>mmission. The PSC is charged with selecting sited
for energy conversion facilities. Water Commission
Vice Chairman Richard Gallagher of Mandan and
Chief Counsel Murray Sagsveen had argued that the
law mandates a PSC decision before the Water
Commission can act. This is so, they said, because the
law requires the PSC to consult the Water Commission about the availability of water at a site. PSC
Chairman Richard Elkin said he believed the Water
Commission's input into the PSC deliberations should
be a permit for use of water.
Olson's ruling did not end the argument and, as the
Water Commission approved water permits for
Montana Dakota Utilities Company and Basin Electric
Power Cooperative, Gallagher said he believes "we've

The third alternative being considered by the FPC
would route gas along the Trans Alaska Pipe Line
Corridor to Valdez, Ala ka, where it would be liquified
for shipment by boat to Pacific Coast ports. It would
be distributed to eastern points through existing pipe
lines.

The consortium's proposed route has been criticized
because it would cross the Arctic
National
Wildlife Refuge, Canada's McKenzie Valley--where
native people's are opposing the line--and several
irrigation projects and natural areas in Montana and
the Dakotas.
Meanwhile, in Congress, legislation desigqed to
speed the FPC's decision making process has been
delayed. A Senate committee has begun mark up of a
bill allowing the FPC to follow its normal administrative procedures in considering the applications. That
process could take several years. A second bill,
introduced by Minnesota's Sen. Walter Mondale,
would mandate issuance of permits for the
consortiums's so-called Northern Border Pipe Line
Route. That's the one crossing North Dakota. Cong.
Mark Andrews, North Dakota Republican, has
introduced similar legislation in the House. That bill is
stalled, apparently in deference to action pending in
the Senate, where a vote could come this summer.
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just given notice that the water is available." The
Water Commission wili have to act to approve the
applications a second time after the PSC has approved
a plant site, he said.
Gallagher bases that argument on thi langu ge in
the attorney general's ruling: "If the Public
rvice
Commission approves a plant . ite other than that
contemplated in the water permit application, and thi
requires a new or amended application becau e the
point of diversion must be changed as a result, the
applicant would have to file an amended appli ation
wi h th
en in r n t
procedu e n
a y
for a water permit would have to be repeated."
If the PSC approves the same plant site sugge ted
in the water permit application, however, the matter
apparently would be settled.
The attorney general's ruling clarified a number of
other questions raised by the Water Con er ation
Commission'shandling of applications for water for
coal conversion.
Among these was a flap involving the Commission
and the Mercer County Zoning and Planning Board.
The Mercer County group had required a valid water
permit as a condition for a zoning change. Does the
board have such authority, the Water Commission
wanted to know.
Olson's respon e did not address the question. A
request for an opinion on the matter would have to
come from Mercer County authorities or from the
Public Service Commission, which is bound by state
law to consider local zoning regulations in reaching its
siting decisions. The Water Com mis ion is not so
bound, Olson said. "The state engineer is authorized
to act pursuant to statues which do not make his
determination subject to local zoning rules, regulations or ordinances although he may certainly consider
them in making his decision ... the decision of the state
engineer is not immediately subject to decisions of
other agencies, including the local zoning agencies."
On another matter, Olson repeated an earlier
opinion--requested by State Tax Commissioner Byron
Dorgan in 1974, that conditions attached by the Water
Commission to water use permits are valid "as an
appropriate exercise of the Commission powers as an
agency of the state, enforceable under the Commission's grant of police power.'' The condition are valid
as part of a contract reached between two parties, the
Commission and the applicant, and are binding on both,
Olson ruled.
Water Commissioners have feared that a 1975
legislative action limiting conditions to those "directing the use and appropriation of water" might have
circumscribed their authority. That ha previously
been the case, Olson said. "The situation remains the
same as it did at the time the 1974 opinion wa
issued ... The ultimate decision as to whether the e
matters were within the jurisdiction of theCommis ion
would, as in all cases, be subject to final di po itive
determination as to validity by the Court . "
In answer to a fourth question from the state
engineer, Olson said the Comm is ion could attach a
condition to a water permit which allowed reconsideration and unilateral action by the engineer if
information indicating the use of water was not in the
public interest were presented to him as other
agencies deliberated on the coal conver ion plan.
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A tale
of two studies
Two major federal planning efforts are underway in
western North Dakota.
The area is being surveyed for the Bureau of Land
Management's environmental impact statement on
coal development. Fifteen North Dakota counties are
included in the Missouri River Basin Commission's
Yellowstone River Ba in and · Adjacent Coal Lands
Level B Study.
T~e fir t stu?y, usually referred to as the regional
environmental impact statement (or regional e.i.s.), is
a cooperative effort involving the state government as
well as the BLM, an agency of the U.S. Department of
the Interior.
The study is being conducted
preparatory to leasing of federally owned coal in
southwestern North Dakota.
In announcing the state's participation in the study,
Gov. Athur A. Link said it "will provide a framework ·
for existing specific projects within the area and the
cumulative effects of existing and proposed energy
development."
The cooperative effort will assure the state authority
and input regarding resource utilization and environmental protection in the state. "This will be
another step in decision making for North Dakotans "
Link said.
~ '
The study is to begin in early June with meetings set
for June 4 with state agencies and June 11 with
energy industry representatives.
Public meetings will be held in each of the seven
affected counties. They are Morton, Stark, IDunn,
.,Mercer, Oliver, McLean and Burleigh.
The Yellowstone Basin Study, which involves co.al
bearing areas in Montana and, Wyoming as well as
North Dakota, is described as "a reconnaisance level
s~udy" by Don Ohnstad, the North Dakota manager of
the effort.
The operating procedure has been to appoint ad hoc
committees of state and federal officials to deal with
specific issues and to solicit "issues papers" from the ·
public. The issues papers, presented to a meeting in
Elgin in mid-May, deal with various water resource
related projects in the 14 North Dakota counties lying
south and west of the Missouri River, and in McLean
County, which is north and east of the Missouri.
The issues papers are being evaluated by a state
study team made up of representatives of some 20
state and federal departments and seven citizens
whose ~ penses to attend the study team meetings
are bemg borne by the Missouri River Basin
Commission.

Study Manager Madsen
The Yellowstone Basin study has been the subject of
widespread criticism in southwestern North Dakota.
Several members of the state study team regard it as
a reincarnation of the West River Diversion Study.
That study was terminated by the 1975 legislative
assembly.
Bea Peterson of New England. who represents the
Business and Professional Women's Clubs on the state
study team has called on Gov. Arttiur A. Link : to "get
out" of the Yellowstone Study. Peterson is the
Democratic National Committeewoman for North
Dakota.
Peterson said her role on the state study team had
"been an extremely frustrating experience." The
study managers, largely employees of the federal
Bureau of Reclamation, have ignored citizen input, she
charged. "Whatever we say, they nod their heads and
go ahead with what they were doing."
She charged that the overall study manager, Bob
Madsen, who is headquartered in Billings, Mont., had
ai th
n
I nni
i " n n.... ,,.,."'·--study."
Peterson said she believed the effort isn't meeting
the needs of North Dakota's people. The North
Dakota Water Conservation Commission, which Gov.
Link chairs, should take action to remove the state
from the study process, she suggested. A total of

Study Critic Peterson
$137,000, most of it in services and taff time, has
been earmarked for North Dakota· s hare of the S2.4
million study.
Removal of the state has some precedent. The South
Dakota state government refused to become involved in
the planning effort although it was invited to participate
by the Missouri River Basin Commi sion, which is a
cooperative agency involving 10 ML ouri River Basin
states and several federal agencies dealing with water
resource planning.
Evelyn Newton and Richard Lefor, members of the
state study team, indicated they share Mr . Peter n's
feelings.
However, another member, Jim Ketterling of
Mandan, who is manager of the Mi ouri We t Water
Systems Cooperative, said · he . think the study
management team "is coming around'' and growing
more aware of citizen concern about wat r re ource
development. He cited hi
in re ntin an
i ue
t his awareness.
At the meeting in Elgin. Ohnstad and Derwood
Mercer, an economist who works for the Bureau of
Re'.clamation in Billings, defended the ·study as an
objective approach to water resource planning.
They distributed brochures claiming the e "major
study benefits":
--Display beneficial and adverse effect of alternative
water resource plans;
-- Develop information for establi hing tate Mi .
souri River Basin Commission prioritie ;
--Define future study and re earch need ;
--Provide information to resolve critical water~u e
conflicts; and
·
--Identify crucial state and federal legislative need .
Ohn tad in isted that no conclu ion about level of
energy development have been drawn. An environmental con ulting firm, Harza Engineering of Chicago,
is undertaking that study, he said. BuRec will not be
involved, except to provide basic information.
He said the Yellowstone Study will addre rural.
domestic and agricultural u es of wat r a - well as
industrial use and that preservation of are a parks
or recreation ites will be con idered by the ad hoc
committees and ·the study team.
Arlene Wilhelm of Dickinson, a member of the
Yellowstone Study team and the State Water
Commission, aid she is unhappy about the direction
the Yellowstone Study has taken. She told the
meeting in Elgin that more attention hould be given
to domestic and 'rural water supplie rather than to
industrial development based on the region' abundant supplies of lignite coal. In the past, she has been
critical -of what she called the Mi souri River Basin
Commission's "pro-industry position."

Solid lines
boundaries

represent

planning

area

The Yellowstone Basin and Adiacent Coal Area

The Bureau of Land Management's regional e.i ..
has so far escaped these harsh words·-but the tudy
has not yet gotten fully underway.
A draft "preparation plan for the' study," released
by the governor' office, promised, "The e.i.s. wm
address cumulative impact of a realistic mix of
energy conversion facilities and coal development
" levels. Also, a sessment of specific project will be
made with con ideration for area-wide implication ,
potentials and conflicts. The broad e.i.s. will thereafter
ser.ve as a framework for addressing ottier specific
projects within the area, as well as the cumulative
effect of existing and proposed plants."
Public meeting have been scheduled for June 14 in
Killdeer, June 15 in Mandan, June 16 in Twin Butte .
June 17 in Underwood, June 22 in Dickin on and June
23 in Glen Ullin.

Energy
Clean Air Act
The U.S. Senate is expected to vote in early June on
amendments to the Clean Air Act. The amendments
have been the object of an intense lobbying effort in
Washington.
.
The issue now centers on an amendment offered by
Sen. Frank Moss, a Utah Democrat. The Moss
amendment would delay implementation of non-degradation standards for a year, eliminate mandatory
Class I designation for national parks and wilderness
areas, remove a requirement that new facilities with
potential for pollution use the be t available technology to contrql it, and overturn a provi ion limiting the
overall amount of pollution that ould be allowed in
existing clean air region .
The National Clean Air Coalition, an environmental
group lobbying against the Mo s amendment, expects
North Dakota's two U.S. Senators to split on the
issue. Quentin Burdick, they believe, will oppose the
amendment, Milton Young will upport it.
Leading the ·upport for the amendment are the
National Chamber of Commerce and the utility and
ma! industries.
Sen. Burdick was the object of much of the lobbying
effort early this year. Hi. vote on the Senate
committee drafting the bill wa con idered crucial.
Burdick-·after a telephone and letter campaign during
the Christmas holidays--voted for pr:ovi ions strengthening the bill and retaining the non-degradation
sPctions. Rafe Pomerance, a lobbyL t with the Clean
Air Coalition, called Burdick' upport "very helpful."
The Senate vote on the act could come as early as
June 2. Action in the House i n't expected until late
summer.

Energy conservation
Gov. Arthur A. Link has apparently decided to
commit the state to an energy con ervation program.
Federal funds are available to the state if energy
consumption is cut in North Dakota by five , per cent.
The funds are appropriated under the Energy
Conservation Act of 1975.
Although no official announcement has been made,
Link has hired Dwight Connor, formerly on the
teaching staff of Valley City State College, to develop
the conservation program in 1 or h Dakota. Connor is
presently on a sabattical from the College. He has a
,
.
.
.

o a
energy
opment. Link has provided Connor working space in the
executive offices.
Planning and implementation of the energy conservation act has been delayed on the federal level.
Planning meetings which were originally scheduled
for late May have been re et for August.

Plan11 ing
The United Plainsmen Association's suit against the
North Dakota Water Conservation Commission has
been appealed. District Court Judge Bennie Graff
ruled against the Plainsmen March 15.
The Dickinson ba ed Iandowners\group had asked
Graff to enjoin the granting of any water permits for
coal development until the Water Commission prepares
"comprehensive short and long term plans" for use of
the state's water. Graff said the state's law doesn't
require such plans.
The case hinges on an interpretation of the so called
"public trust doctrine." The Plainsmen, through
Mandan .Attorney Joseph Vogel, Jr., will argue that
the state manages resources as a trust for the people
and that both state and common law recognize the
need for planning to protect the trust.
Preparation of briefs and written arguements will
be completed by mid June. Oral arguments in the case
<1ren't expected until fall.

Transmission lines
Tne court has not yet ruled on Square Butte Electric
Power Cooperative's appeal of Judge Graffs decision
barring the use of eminent domain for power lines
which don't serve North Dakota. That case was
brought by several Burleigh County landowners
resisting Square Butte's transmission line construction plans. The company, an entity of Minnkota
Power Cooperative, wants to ship power from the
Milton R. Young Generating Station at Center, N.D.,
to Duluth, Minn., where it will be used by Minnesota
Power and Light Company. Square Butte argued that
North Dakotans will be benefitted by the line because
power is shared bet ween MPC and MP and L. The
plaintiffs, represented by Vogel, di agreed.
Chief Justice Ralph Erickstad had offered to
disqualify himself from passing judgement in the
appeal, but attorneys for both side agreed that was
not necessary. Ericks tad owns a cabin at Wood bake
which is served by a MPC member cooperative.
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A tangle of transmission lines towerE
lies waiting for a Supreme Court decision

about eminent domain . Thi scene 1s
Burleigh County near Baldwin.
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An eventful Water Commission
•

meetmg
State

per:mits
which

will
double
North Dakota's
co1n:mit1nent
to coal
•
conversion

by Mike Jacobs

The North Dakota Water Conservation Commission
began its May meeting at 9 a.m. on the twenty fourth .
Within seven hours. the seven member board had
dispatched all of the industrial water permit
applications pending before it.
The Commission approved permit for two electrical
generating stations. an action which will mean doubling
the state's electrical production capacity by 1982 . but
refused an application for water for a coal gasification
facility.
Commissioner heard discussion of two studie
involving the state and federal overnments. Both are
·
·
·
·
n and
how many people western orth Dakota can support,
were told plans for a small electrical generating planf
on a reservoir under construction and listened to
McLean County farmers complain about the consequences of the Commission's last electrical generation water use permit.
Herc is a chronology of that eventful day:
First, Phil Gibbs. the regional planning engineer for
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, outlined his agency'
study of the possibility of including a hydro-electric
generater in its dam forming Lonetree Reservior
southwest of Harvey.
Second, Ricnard (Ike) Ellison. Gov. Arthur A. Link's
natural resources coordinator, and Dave Darby, of the
U.S. Bureau of Land Management's Dickinson office,
described the BLM's regional environmental impact
statement. This planning effort will involve even orth
Dakota counties and. the pair aid. is to examine
"cumulative effects" of coal conversion !facilities in the
area.
/
Third. Dr. Charles Metzger, the governor's resident
energy expert, told thelCommission that more than half
the electricity generated in North Dakota today is
exported to other states. North Dakota's share of the
energy produced here will fall to 12 per cent by 1982, he
said.
Fourth. the .Commission approved Montana Dakota
Utilities Company's request for water for a 440
megawatt electrical generating plant outhwest of
Beulah in Mercer County.
Fifth. Basin Electric Power Cooperative· s application
for water for an 880 megawatt generating plant
northwest of Beulah was approved.
Sixth. the board refused to grant Natural Ga
Pipe Line Company of America's request for water for
coal gasification in Dunn County.
Seventh, Don Ohnstad of the Missouri River Basin
Commi sion appeared to outline that group's Yellowstone River Basin and Adjacent Coal Land Level B
Study-a planning effort underway n three Northern
Great Plains states.
Eighth. Chief Engineer · Vernon Fahy told the
Commissionthat his staff is no longer able to process
applications for irrigation water in time for a farmer to
get rights to water in the same year that he applies.
Ninth, Melvin and Laverne John on of Underwood,
wlTo farm near the site of United Power As ociation'
generating plant now under con ·truction, complained
that the company and its partner, Cooperative Power
Association. weren't observing
tate law
and
conditions of their water permit.
Details. including the condition attached to the permits.. are on the next
pages.
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Coal-fired generating plants
in westem North Dakota
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~orth Dakota's coal country growing crowded
Permits for MDU and Basin Electri were approved
on roll call votes. Commissioner Arlene Wilhelm of
Dickinson voted against both permits. Myron Just, the
state agriculture commissioner and a WaterCommission
member, voted against MDU but for
Basin.
Commissioners 6ordon Gray of Valley City, Richard
Gallagher of Mandan, Art Lanz of Devils Lake and
Alvin Kramer of Minot voted in favor of both permits.
Gov. Arthur A. Link, who chairs the Commission, did
not vote on either of the permits, but said afterward
that he supported the majority on both.
Kramer made . the motion to approve the MDU
permit, Gray to approve Basin's. Kramer seconded the
motion to approve Basin's ·application, Gray the
resolution approving MDU.
TheCommission's approval of the permits raises the
total permitted coal fired generating capacity in the
state to more than 3,900 megawatts and the total of
appropriated water rights to 81,000 acre feet--more
than 26 billion gallons.
If the plants are built, ~the coal country north of
Bismarck will boast the largest concentration of
electrical generating facilities in the United States.
Montana Dakota Utilities Company's application was
for 11,000 acre feet of water (3.S billion gallons). This
will support a 440 megawatt power plant.
MDU was the lead firm of a five member consortium
involved in the venture, which is formaUy known as the
Coyote Creek Generating Station. Other utilities with
interest in the plant are Ottertail Power Company of
Fergus FaUs, Minn., Northwestern Public Service
Company of Huron, S.D., Minnesota Power and Light
Company of Duluth, Minn., and Minnkota Power
Cooperative of Grand Forks, N.D.
MDU, which .'has headquarters in Bismarck and
serves customers in Wyoming, Montana and North
Dakota, will take 20 per cent of the station·~ generation_.
Otter Tail, with customers in North and South Dakota
and Minnesota, will get 35 per cent. Minnkota, which
has customers in North Dakota and Minnesota, will get
30 per cent. Ten per cent of the power generation will
go to Northwestern Public Service Company's South
Dakota customers. MP and L, which also has no North
Dakota customers, will get five per cent.
MDU spokesman William Pearce, a Bismarck
attorney, said about 75 per cent of the plant's capacity
would be consumed in North Dakota. Pearce did
MDU's talking at the meeting.
The company's
president, Dave Heskitt of Bismarck, did not attend.
MDU plans to pipe water from Lake Sakakawea
behind Garrison Dam on the Missouri River to the
Coyote Creek Valley, where a reservoir with the
capacity to hold a 15 day supply of water for the plant
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will be built.

The plant will consume about three
million tons of coal, requiring.the strip mining of about
a quart~r section of land, or 160 acres, each yea~.
Basin's permit is for 18,000 acre feet of water to
supply an 880 megawatt generating station ight miles
northwest of Beulah. The. cooperative is the major
supplier of electricity to 1 rural electric cooperatives and
municipal electric systems in an eight state area of the
North Central United States.
Basin chose to locate the plant near Beulah to supply
electricity and process steam to American Natural
Resources Company's proposed coal gasification plant
at the same site. ANR has a permit for 17,000 acre feet
of water to supply a plant producing 250 million !cubic
feet of synthetic pipe line quality gas each day. The
company has said it will scale down its plant to half that
size in an effort to attract private financing. ANR is
seeking a federal subsidy to ease its financial troubles,
as we11. Company President Arthur Seder has said that
guaranteed loan money from the government will be
necessary to make construction of the plant possible.
Basin's manager James Grahl told the Water
Commission that ANR's half size plant will require 60
megawatts of Basin's generation at the site. The full
sized plant would require 120 megawatts of power.
In addition, Basin's plant will burn coal to produce
steam which will be routed to ANR's plant before
passing through the generating turbines. This will
increase the amount of coal mined to support Basin's
facility.
Grahl said the relationship between his company and
ANR benefits both. Basin, he noted, will use coal fines
which are unacceptable for the gasification process to
fire its boilers. The use of process steam produced on
site will result in efficiencies for ANR as well, he said.
Commissioners Just and Wilhelm questioned Grahl's
electrical growth projections for the state, but the
cooperative manager insisted that his system will be
short ot electricity by 1979 or 1980.
power shortage
is this near," he said, "and there is nothing anybody
can do about it. It's too late."
Grahl said 25 per cent of the power generated at
the Beulah plant will be consumed in North Dakota but
he insisted that the state ''will have an advantage in
having quite a lot of power generation" because North
Dakotans will be nearest the supply in event of a
shortage. But he conceded that it may be difficult for
the state's consumers to get the electricity" produced
here if tlie Federal Power Commission were to order
that it be transmitted elsewhere. "There's no way the
state can guarantee a supply of electricity unless the
indusiry is permitted to build to meet peak regional
needs," he said. The integration of the nation's
electrical system means that a power outage in

:·A

Tenn
ould
rd n Ba in'
rthcm
ain
facilities.
To this, Commissioner Gallagher noted, ''This is a
rotten system for us. The more we produce, the more
they suck away from the state.'•
But Grahl argued that the percentage of the nation's
electrical needs generated in North Dakota is "very
small. If the state is not interconnected, we won't have
the reliability everybody enjoys."
The Basin manger said he knows only two
alternatives to building coal fired electrical generating
facilities in North Dakota--not building them at all or
building them somewhere else. "In terms of our
economics, it is cheaper to built near the coal fields
and to ship energy by wire than to ship coal by rail,'' he
said. ''The cost of transportation is really the key
factor.''
MDU's Pearce, asked the same question. replied,
"There is but one alternative and that is not to have the
power. That would be a dereliction of duty on our part.
We shouldn't be running the company if we fail to
provide the power people want.''
Gallagher, who voted for both permit applications,
declared, "We're dealing with a peculiar industry.
Honest to God, you can't grab it by the tail at any
point." He said he'd support the application only
because he views their approval as '' a grant of the right
to proceed." He argued that the companies will have to
return to the Water Commission to get approval to . u e
the water at a specific site. The site location hearings
will be conducted by the North Dakota Public Service
Commission. Neither company has completea filing for
the certificate of site compatibility required for
construction.
.
Both MDU and Basin said they hope to have their
facilities on the line by the fall of 1981.
Agricultural Commissioner Myron Just tried to limit
Basin's permit to one 440 megawatt unit, but his
proposed amendment was beaten on a four to two vote.
Only Wilhelm supported him.
A total of 13 conditions were attached to both
permits. The conditions are the result of months of
deliberation and negotiation between the Commission
and utility company representatives.
MDU first applied for water Oct. 11, 1973. Basin
applied Dec. 13, 1974.
The Commission failed to grant Natural Gas Pipe Line
Company's request on a four to
three vote.
Commissioner Gordon Gray moved and Krame
seconded a motion to approve a permit for 17,000 acre
feet of water to supply a single coal gasification plant
near Dunn Cen!er.
Gallagher voted with them.
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Commissioners Lanz, Wilhelm and Just voted against
Natural. Gov. Link, as chairman, was forced to break
the tie. He did so by voting no.
Natural's vice president Robert Lindgren said his
company would evaluate the Commission's ·decision.
He said he didn't know if the gasification project was
dead.
Later in the week, an official of the company told
Bismarck Tribune reporter Steve Schmidt that Natural
is considering a legal appeal of the Commission's
decision.
The company, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Chicago's People's Gas Company, had sought 68,000
acre feet of water for four coal gasification plants.
Opposition to the project was widespread in Dunn
County. Landowners presented petitions bearing
signatures of more than half tlie county's eligible
voters. These petitions asked the Commission to deny
the permit. Monday about 30 farmers and ranchers
came to Bismarck to watch the Commission's action.
Naturars permit for water was the first which the
Commission has failed to approve since coal
development emerged as a major issue in the state in
1972.
In his presentation, Metzger mdicated that coal
production in North Dakota in 1976 will reach 11 million
tons. By 1980, the total will be more than 19 million
tons and by 1982, it will be almost 40 million tons. His
projections included only one unit at Basin's Beulah
location. The Commission approved two, so Metzger's
estimates are several million tons short.

Electrical generation in 1981--again without Basin's
second unit--will reach about 5~100 megawatts,
Metzget's charts indicated. About 600 megawatts will
be used in North Dakota. The remainder will be
exported.
The Bureau of Recl~mation's Gibbs told Commissioners that his agency is studying the possibiity of
putting a 15 to 20 megawatt peaking station into the
Lone tree Dam southwest of Harvey. Lonetree is the
. principal storage reservoir for the Garrison Diversion
Unit. .
Gibbs said the generating plant would probably make
use of a "pump back" system to allow water to pass
through the turbines more than once.
Critics of the §arrison Diversion plan have argued
that it is many times more consumptive of energy than
other American irrigation projects and that the
hydro-electric capaci~ at Garrison Dam will be
lessened by the diversion of .water before it passes
through the dam's turbines.
Ohnstad, Darby and Ellison repeated presentations
they've made before. The BLM's Regional Environmental Impact Statement--discussed elsewhere ' in this
issue--will include seven southwestern North Dakota
counties.
The Yellowstone River Basin and Adjacent Coal
Lands Level B Study is described as a reconnaisance
study by Ohnstad. It., too, is discussed elsewhere in
this issue. Included in the Yellowstone Study are parts
of three states, North Dakota, Montana and ,Wyomin__g.
Public hearings on the study are underway in

communities west of the Missouri River. :All
west
river counties and McLean County east and north of the
river are included in the study area.
The Johnson's complaints about UPA and CPA
centered on a well drilled for use in mixing concrete at
the site of the cooperative's 900 megawatt Jpower plant.
The companies had failed to get the required permits,
Laverne Johnson said, and he wanted to know what to
do about that. His discussion lead to questions about
the cooperative's conduct, and he told the Commission
that the plant site,. originally intended to be four
sections, has expanded to seven, that company
employees have been trespassing on his land--and that
the McLean County sheriff's department, which has
been hired to provide security guards at the plant
site--has refused to do anything. Where do I go, he
•wondered.
Link asked him to write up a list of complaints and
send it to Murray Sagsveen, the Water Commission's
legal counsel. Johnson said that wouldn't do. "I'll send
it right to you, governor," he said.
. Johnson told the Commission he'd come to
Bismarck to make his complaints because he believed
the Commissioners should know the consequences of
the permits they've granted and because he'd been
dissatisfied with state government's response to his
pr-oblems.
"You guys in Dunn County should be glad you're not
getting that plant,'' he told a dozen farmers and
1
ranchers remaining at the end of the Commission's
meeting. "I wouldn't wish what's happened to me on
any of you."

Conditions attached to coal conversion water pennits
These conditions were attached to water
f. Every provision of this Contract is
permits for Montana Dakota Utlllties considered an essential element in the
Company and Basin Electric Power Coop- final decision to grant the permit; thereerative. Conditions for the companies were fore, if the Contract, or any provision
identical except that Basin was allowed thereof, is held to be invalid because of
nine years to complete Its plant and perfect legal action or challenges caused by
its permit. MDU, which is building a Appropriator, determination of such in. smaller plant, got only six years.
validity shall render the permit void.
1. The State Engineer shall grant a However, if this Contract, or any proviconditional water permit to Appropriator sion thereof, is held to be invalid because
subject to any and all conditions which of legislation or legal action by parties
other than the Appropriator or the
may be attached thereto.
2.
Appropriator offers the following Commission, the permit shall remain valid
and the remaining provisions · of the
consideration for the water permit:
a. Appropriator agrees to pay any state Contract shall remain valid and effective
fees which may be required by rules or (as modified by such legislation or legal
regulations, either currently existing or action).
later promulgated, and any amendments
thereto .

... 1'he
available electricity to other North
Dakota users for temporary periods
upon a declaration of emergency by the
Governor.
c. At least three years prior to the
termination of plant operations, Appropreator shall tender, and agree to convey to
the State Water Commission, at no cost to
the State, all water supply and water
transmission facilities and such facilities'
right-of-way unless such conveyance is
rejected by the Governor prior to such
termination of operations or unless such
tender is contrary to state law or a state
agency's rules or regulations.
d. In the event Appropriator determines to sell products or by-products as
hereinafter defined from Apj,,ropriator's
electrical generation plant for uses other
than in the plant and its related facilities,
Appropriator shall grant a preference, if
within a reason~ble bid range of the bid of
bona fide purchasers of the products and
by-products or combined purchases thereof (subject to the approval of the
appropriate Federal or State agencies, if
such approval is necessary) to North
Dakota distributors or users desiring to
purchase such products or by-products for
use within this State.
Pr0ducts or
by-products shall , mean any derivative
except electricity resulting from the
combustion of lignite, including, but not
limited to, steam, heat, flyash, and flue
gas desulfurizer waste.
e. If the
water permit granted to
Appropriator by the State Engineer is
assigned or sold with the written authorization of the State Engineer, ~ppropriator may assign this Contract to that
person, corporation or business entity to
whom the water permit is assigned or
sold, provided Approprator files with the
State Engineer a fully executed copy of
such assignment. Such instrument of
assignment will indicate full acceptance of
all of the terms and conditions of this
Contract by the entity to whom the
assignment is made. Upon satisfaction of
the terms of this clause, the assigning
Appropriator will be relieved of all of the
terms and conditions of this Contract.

subject to a con ions .be ow, an
subject to all pre-existing rights, Appropriator may divert up ·to 1,050 acre-feet
storage plus 11,000 acre-feet of water
annually from the Missouri River. Every
condition in this permit is considered an
essential element in the final decision to
grant thili permit; therefore, if any
condition is held to be invalid because of
legal action or challenges caused by
Appropriator, determination of such invalidity shall render this permit void.
However, if this permit, or any condition
thereof, is held to be invalid because of
legislation or legal action by parties other
than the Appropriator or the Commission,
the permit shall remain valid and the
remaining conditions effective (as modibied by such legislation or legal action).
DEFINITIONS
a. "Commission" shall mean the North
Dakota State Water Commission.
b. "Appropriator" shall mean MontanaDakota Utilities Co., Otter Tail Power
Company, Minnkota Electric Cooperative,
Inc., Northwest Public Service Company,
and Minnesota Power and Light.
c. "Subcontractor"- shall mean any
party with which Appropriator may,
directly or indirectly, contract, including,
but not limited to, its coal supplier, a
parent organization, a subsidiary, or an
affiliate connected in some manner
through the parent o!ganization.
CONDITIONS
PURPOSE FOR WHICH WATER
MAY BE USED
1. The water so diverted shall be
available for beneficial use by the Appropriator for the purpose of producing
electricity in a 440 MW generating facility
and other incidental uses related thereto,
including environmental controls and the
reclamation and revegetation for associated mining operations. Diversion facilities
· shall be designed I to accomodate the
primary and all incidental uses of the
water subject to this permit.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
2. Appropriator
shall prepare a
comprehensive environmental statement
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and analysis concerning water appropriations for the electrical generation Iplant.
The -Appropriator's comprehensive environmental statement and analysis shall
follow criteria established by the State
Engineer in advance of preparation and
shall be subject to periodic review and
amendment by the State Engineer during
actual preparation. Applicant shal1 file
such report with the State Engineer along
with any other environmental reports,
analyses, amendments, supplement, or
comments thereon which has been prepared by or for Appropriator concerning
· the electrical generation plant. An impact
statement prepared by or for applicant as
required by a federal agency or another
state agency may satisfy this requirement
u on writ en a rov
of the
tat
The state Engineer shall reserve the .
authority to modify or void this conditional water permit within six months after
receipt of the final comprehensive environmental statement and analysis should
it appear that the perfection of this permit
in its current form would be "contrary to
the public interest."
3. Appropriator shall design and
operate subject electrical generation plant
in the most environmentally acceptable
manner to minimize any wasteful use of
water.
Such design and manner of
operations shall be subject to approval of
the State Engineer. Plans submitted to
the State Engineer concerning design or
operation of the plant shall be approved,
disapproved, or modified by the State
Engineer as soon as practicable, but
within six month after submission.
Appropriator, through its chief executive officer and other officers and consultants, shall appear upon request before
the State Engineer to provide information
on design,operation, or any other related
matter.
4. Appropriatorshall return all lands at the
plant site which are disturbed by the
operation of the plant to at least the level of
agricultural productivity that existed prior
to disturbance or such other use as
approved by the State. Engineer. This
condition shall not apply if this matter is
regulated by statute or rules and regulations of any other state agency.
5. Appropriator shall supply water to its
coal supplier (or _any other party responsible for reclamation of mined land) at a
reasonable cost in the event successful
reclamation requires the application of
supplemental water to aid plant growth on
lands being reclaimed. A separate permit
shall not be required for irrigation water
utilized pursuant to this provision.
6 . . .\ppropriator shall.by contract or other
appropriate means, cause its coal supplier
to direct mining operations in accordance
with recommendations of the State Engineer with respect to the protection of
,ground and surface) water supplies and

restoring or improving the irrigable
potential of the reclaimed land. This
condition shall not apply if these matters
are regulated by statute or rules and
regulations of any other state agency.
TERMS OF WATER PERMIT
7. This conditional water permit shall be

g-ranted for an initial period of six years. If
the Appropriator has not perfected subject
water permit within the six-year period, it
may apply to the State Engineer to extend
the time of the conditional water permit.
8. A ·perfected water permit shall be
issued when the water subject to this
permit is applied to a beneficial use as
rovided in condition numb r one.
appropriate conditions contained
conditional water permit. .
9. No change in the point of diversion or
point of discharge (if any) shall be made
without prior written authorization of the
State Engineer.

10. No permit assignment or sale of water
subject to this permit shall be made
without prior ,written authorization of the
State Engineer.

METERING
11. Appropriator shall provide metering
devices satisfactory to the State Engineer
to record the actual amounts of water
· diverted under this permit. The metering
devices shall be available for inspection by
the State Engineer at all reasonable times.
COMPLIANCE WITH STATE
STATUTES, REGULATIONS
AND ORDERS ·
12. IAppropriator and subcontractors shall
be bound by all applicable state or local
statutes, regulations, ordinances or administrative orders now existing or which
may be hereafter enacted, adopted or
promulgated. This shall include, but not be
limited to, compliance with air pollution,
water pollution, reclamation, plant siting,
planning and zoning statutes, regulations,
ordinances and orders. Use of water by
Appropriator when either Appropriator or
any subcontractor is in noncompliance with
an applicable statutes, regulation, ordinance or order shall be considered nonbeneficial thereby causing Appropriator to be
subject to forfeiture of this water permit.
Upon request, Appropriator shall report
to the State Engineer and other appropriate agencies with respect to compliance
with appropriate statutes, regulations,
ordinances or orders.
13. Appropriator shall secure all appropriate permits ! from, and execute all
necessary contractswith,the United States.
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Wheat Conunission claints
credit for grain sale to Swiss
The visit of a orth Dakota State University cereal
chemist to Switzerland has resulted in that nation's
purchase of American hard red spring wheat,
according to the North Dakota Wheat Commission.
Th~Commission and Great Plains Wheat, Inc., which

ANG becoines ANR
American Natural Gas Company is now known
officially as American Natural Resources Company.
The change was approved by the company's
stockholders in · April and became effective May 10.
Ear11ings for the company. which is the parent of
Michigan Wiscon in Pipe line Company and American
Natural Gas Coal Gasification Company. rose to $102.1
million in the 12 month ending March 31, stockholders
were told at their annual meeting in .Detroit, Mich.
Earnings the previous year had been $85.5. million.
The company is seeking permits to construct a coal
gasification facility in Mercer County, North Dakota.
The future of the project hangs, company officials say,
on the fate of a synthetic fuels subsidy bill now being
debated in the U.S. Congress. The company would like
federal guarantees of Joans to build the $1.5 billion
plant.

The Wheat Commission quoted correspondence
between the U.S. Agricultural U.S.D.A.'s Attache in
Switzerland and the Washington, D.C. headquarters
of the Foreign Agricultural Service to support the
claim. The attache wrote, "When the Swiss Federal
Cereals Administration began preparation of their
wheat tender, they referred to the material Prof.
Sibbit had left with them, and to their notes from his
discussion."
Mel Maier, the Wheat Commission's administrater,
calleJ the communique "extremely
gratifying-.
Although definite long-run gains are ultimately
realized, immediate benefits of overseas market
development efforts are not always readily J apparent.
· News such a this is strong evidence regarding the
value of the work that the North Dakota State Wheat
Commission and Great Plains Wheat are doing for
North Dakota and U.S. wheat producer in the
creation and ervice of over eas markets for their
product."
Tho Swiss tender was fqr purchase of 10,000 tons of
hard red spring wheat, North Dakota's major
agricultural product. -This state produces about 50 per
cent of the hard red spring wheat grown in the United
States.

Lutherans and land use
SEA TTLE--If Interstate 80
Highway were to be built across
Iowa today, it might be located
70 miles further south, because
the Bible says so. That opinion
was expressed here at a Consultation on Land Use Policies,
convened by the American
Lutheran hurch' 0 ice of
Research and An'alysis.
The reasons for a possible
d' erent location of the Iowa
freeway is that 70 miles to the
south it would go through a less
productive agriculture
area.
This location, according to consultation participants, would be
more in keeping with Biblical
stewardship. The world's need
for food places a higher priority
on using the best farm land for
agriculture rather than roads,
they said.

is are we willing to give up
some of our material things so
that others can have more?''
Other major addresses on
land use were given by representatives of the U.S. Park
Service, who spoke on public
owner hip. and Jae
assistant vice president
land resources division of Burlington Northern, who spoke on
corporate membership.

Twenty-five people--includ-·
ing bankers, farmers, pastors.
professors, legislators, and
other government officials-from eight states attended the
three-day conference to discuss
such questions as "What is the
best use of land and who has
the right to decide?"

The family farmer, beyond the
shadow of a doubt, is the most
efficient producer. Study after
study concludes that the family
farm produces better food
cheaper than any of its competitors."
Questions raised by Prof.
Evelyn Streng of Texas Lutheran College, Sequin, Tex.,
challenged some of Mr.
Rohde's basic
suppositions.
"Why is private ownership of
land of value?" Streng . asked.
"Is private ownership a sacred
trust or is private ownership the
most effective way of producing
food for the world?''

Major areas addressed included issues in private, public,
and corporate ownership of
land and methods for effecting
desired land use policies. The
assembly concluded
that
churches and environmental interest groups have made an
impact on how land should be
used.

"It's hard to argue that big
tractors--the kind necessary for
large farming as done by
corporations--are not efficient,"
said Rolland Redlin, a banker
from Minot, N.D., "but we
have more to do with land than
make the highest possible buck.
Will we have children laughing
in the trees again?''

Although there was not unanimous agreement, major emphasis was placed on the family
farm as ''the keystone of
American agriculture." Gilbert
C. Rohde, president of the
Wisconsin Division of National
Farmers Union, in an address
on ''Issues in Private Ownership, Lease, and Control of
Land," said:
"The soundest land policy
this nation could and should
adopt is one that places the ·
highest priority on preserving
and protecting the family farm.

An equally important issue
was the discussion of how land
use policies are developed. The
key resource person for this
subject was Martin 0. Sabo,
Speaker of the House of Representatives of the Minnesota
State Legislature.

"We need a look at the
situation 25 years from now,''
Redlin said. "The basic issue

UPA-CPA applies

is headquartered in Washington, D.C., funded the
trip, made by professor Len Sibbit and Ron Grasse,
the Commission's marketing specialist in 1975.

He distinguished between
planning the future and planning for the future. ''I believe,
quite firmly, that the notion
that we in government can
successfully 'plan the future' is
a fundamental fallacy,'· Sabo
said. "We can and must 'plan
for the future' to be sure; but
we cannot and .should not
'plan the future'.''

"No matter how organized
we get," he continued, "no
matter how many systems analysts and expert planners we
hire, no matter how many
computers we put on line, we
still will need to decide our fate
by casting votes in the political
arena, a d uch is ot n
undesirable future at that.''
Government is not an exact
science, Sabo said, and goals
are very difficult to establish
and are constantly changing.
"Preferences and values vary
widely from person to per on
and
group to group and are
not readily compared or
weighted," he said.
"The
manner in which we attempt to
achieve objectives is unavoid·
ably related to social and
political beliefs which themselves are continuously evolving.''
Christians make their contributions through the political
process in deciding what kind
of land use Biblical stewardship
demands, the speaker contin·
ued.
In outlining the purpose of
the conference, Dr. Carl F.
Ruess, director of the ALC' s
Office of Research and Analysis,
listed such objectives as:
--iden!ifying the issues that
need to be resolved in developing wise public policies govern·
ing land use.
--seeking criteria for protecting both the public and private
interests in the transfer of land
from one type of use to another
and from one ownership to
another.
--clarifying the human, theological economic, political, legal, environmental and other
value systems in developing
land use policies, and providing
a reliable data base on which
decisions can be made.
--offering guidelines
for
members of the ALC to take
into account in determining
their own actions as citizens
concerned for wise land use
policies.

Wilfred Bockelman is with
the Office of Communication of
the American Lutheran Church,
which distributed this press
release.

for route permit
by Randy Bradbury
This article i reprinted from The Teller, published at
Milnor, N.D.
United Power A sociation ( UPA) and Cooperative
Power Association (CP ) have made formal application
with the Public Service Commission of North Dakota to
construct a power tran mission line aero the tate and
into Minnesota. If the applkation i approved by th
PSC. the line would transmit elcctri p wer from the
companies· 1.000 megawatt Coal Creek generating
plant near Underwood, N.D. , to be di tributcd to
electric customers in southern Minne ota.
In the planning tage for :two or three year . the
• power line has tirred controver y along the propo cd
route.
Approval of this formal application for a
"rou.ting permit'' by the _PSC would be. the final . tcp
requtred betore construction would begm. According
to Ed Englerth, director of reclamation and iting for
the PSC. the CommL sion must fir t determine if the
application i complete. The PSC i currentlv in the
process of examining the application, he aid.·
The 1975 siting law. in setting out pro edures which
the PSC and power companie mu t follow in approving
construction of power lines .. tipulate that, after the
application i found to be complete, UPA-CPA mu t
publish a route map in each count · affected b , the line,
along with a list of names and addre e of surface
owners directly affected by die route. The PSC then
has to hold hearings in each count , at which the power
companies will present thier case and at which
interested and affected citizens can voice their
opinions. Englerth said the e hearing will be et up
sometim after the applicati n h
b n · min d.
Aft r hotdin th
a 'n • th
ill d rmin
whether it will grant the permit for construction . In
<letermining th final route for tran mi ion line ,
six-mile-wide corridor are de ignated. within hich
the actual siting of the final route is made. The P Cha
previously made a rulin on the UP -CP llfl which,
in effect. designates only one corridor The
arings
which will be held will deal with alternate routes ·it in
that corridor only. Not everyone is sati tied wit that
arrangement.
A group which calls itself Count • A ociation for
Rural Environment (CARE) ha filed two action in
District Court at Bismarck to appeal deci ion by the
PSC in connection with the power line. One appeal is
from the ruling the PSC made when it accepted the
original corridor proposed by UPA-CPA. An attorney
.for CARE said the group believes that the PSC'
acceptance of the corridor without holding hearings or
checking into alternate corridor route i ··contrary to
the law.' The appeal is designed to force the PSC to
consider alternate corridor route . he said. The other
action is an appeal from a PSC decision which stated
that the Commission has jurisdiction over the power
line but not over siting of the coal-fired generating
plant which will feed into the line. The plant is already
under construction.
Both of these appeals are sti11 before the courts. If
neither is upheld, the process begun by filing the
formal application will continue.
The UPA-CPA line would be about 410 miles long,
according to Bob Weiss, spoke man for CPA. and
would provide electricity to nearly two third of rural
Minnesota. Completion of the $800 million generating
station and power line is expected by ovember 197 ,
he said. That means the transmi sion line would have
to be completed by spring of 1978 to allow time for
tests.
Weiss said there would be four transmi sion line
towers in every mile--less than the average power line,
he said--and the structures will be elf-supporting,
eliminating guy-wires. The final right of way approved
(within the ix mile wide corridor already designated)
would be 160 feet wide. The cooperatives could
construct towers anywhere within the right of way.
United Power Association is a power upplier erving
15 rural electric cooperatives in Minnesota.
UPA
headquarters are in Elk River, Minn. Cooperative
Power Association is composed of 19 rural electric
cooperatives.
Headquarter of the firm are in
Minneapolis.

farm value of wheat fluctuated, corresponding
fluctuations were evident in the miller's :wheat cost, the
baker's flour cost, the wholesale bread price and the
retail price of bread. During this time period, the
average farm value of wheat which goes into a
one-pound loaf of bread was 3.2 cents, while the
average retail price of bread was 25.2 cents, a spread of
22 cents.
However. during the second time period, from
September, 1973 ~.to December 1975, thi
pread
increased to 29.6 cents. This time period saw a 5 .0 cent
average farm value of wheat in a loaf of bread, while
the average retail bread price increased to 134.6 cents.
This was also a period of rising and falling agricultural
ingredient prices and generally increa ing bread
prices. It should be pointed out. however, that while
price fluctuations in the farm value of wheat were
reflected in the miller's cost of wheat. the mill ales
value of flour and the baker's co t of flour. they were
not reflected in the wholesale or retail price of bread .
Even as farm wheat values fell, wholesale pric
continued to rise. In other words, declining wheat
prices from September 1973 to December 1975 were
consistently and proportionately passed up through the
bread processing industry until they reached the
wholesale level.
It is interesting to speculate that had the relationship
that existed between the farm value of wheat and the
retail price of bread from 1971 through Augu t 1973
been maintained, the retail price of bread in December
1975 would have been 26. l 55 cents rather than 35.1
cents per one·pound loaf which was actually the case.
Obviously, this extra nine cents or o has been going
somewhere and it certainly hasn't been into the pocket
of the U.S. wheat farmer. A much more reasonable
explanation would be. it seems. the inflationary trend
experienced during he second time period regarding
labor, distribution. interest, packaging, tran portation
and industry inputs which come into effect after wheat
leaves U.S. farms. These are aspects which are not
under the control ofthefarmer and price rises caused by
these inputs certainly should not be attributed_!to him .
The concluding paragraph of the Upper Great Plains
Transportation Institute study notes, ··10 December,
1972, the farm value of wheat in a one-pound loaf of
bread was 3. 7 cents which amounted to 14. percent of
the 25.0 cent retail price of bread at that time. From
December 1972. to December 1975, the farm value of
wheat in a loaf of bread increased only 0.4 cent while
' the retail price of bread when up 10.1 cents. Therefore.
during this period, less than. four percent ·of the
increase in the retail price of bread can be justifiably
laid at the feet of the American wheat farmer. It is
important and only fair that theAmericanconsumer be
fully aware that in recent years the shelf price of a loaf
f r
i
littl · n indi at' on a · to-i-11
·

Agriculture

The price of wheat,
Ru ra I water
the cost of bread

A committee of the North Dakota Legislative
Council · has taken a major step toward insuring the
feasibility of rural water systems like Morton County's
Missouri West Water System's Cooperative.
The Council's Agriculture Committee, chaired by
Democratic State Sen. Francis Barth of Solen,
approved the concept of state supported loans and
outright grants to support the systems.
A bill embodying the agreement reached Wednesday
will be drafted by Legislative Council staff and will be
introduced in the 1977 Legislative Assembly.
Committee members decided that $15 million in loan
funds and $5 million in grant funds should be made
available to the rural water systems from the
undivided profits of the stateowned Bank of North
Dakota.
The Bank would approve and administer the loans
and grants.
Grants would be limited to $250,000 per system or
to 10 per cent of the system's cost, whichever is less.
The Joans would be repaid at a rate of interest three
per cent below that charged by the Farmers Home
Administration, the federal lending agency which has
been financing most rural water system loans. Under
the concept approved this week, no state loan could'
exceed SO per cent of the system's total cost.
A biJI similar to that approved Wednesday was
defeated in the 1975 Legislative session.

·

Wheat Pool

The North Dakota Wheat Pool would be institutionalized by legislation proposed by Rep. Bert Miller,
Democrat, of Harvey.
Miller has asked the
Legislative Council to draft a bill which would divert a
portion of the wheat tax--paid on every bushel of
wheat sold in the state--from the North Dakota Wheat
Commission to the Wheat Pool. The Pool would
collect the tax on grain committed to it. The bill would
also establish a board of directors for the Pool, which
is now managed by the North Dakota Mill and
Elevator.
The Pool is the result of a winter long campaign by ·
the North Dakota Farmers Steering Committee, an ad
hoc group elected at farm price protest meetings in
January.
· Meanwhile, 100 "special officials" of the Mill and
Elevator, a state owned institution, are contacting the
2,200 farmers who committed grain to the Pool to
reaffirm th ir commitments. The additional work is
Dakota Securities law.

Building dedication

The North Dakota Farmers Union will dedicate its
new state office building and park area on June 5 and
6. Ceremonies dedicating the office building, located
on the southeast side of Jamestown, will be at 3 p.m.
June 5, a Saturday. The park area along the James
River will be dedicated at 2 p.m. the next day.
A Saturday evening program, to be held at
Jamestown's Civic Center, will include the recreation
of "The March of the Plow," a pageant from the 1930's.
NDFU President Stanley M. Moore said that U.S.
Sen. Quentin Burdick, a former Farmers Union
employee, and Gov. Arthur A. Link, who W3i once
president of the McKenzie County Farmers Union,
will take part in the building dedication ceremonies.

•
•
Dairy comm1ss1oner
A former Wimbledon area dairy farmer has been
named North Dakota Dairy Commissioner, Commissioner of Agriculture Myron Just i has announced.
Robert Christ, who currently owns and operates a
dairy and beef ranch in Ravalli County, Montana,, will
take office June 15.
Born and raised in Barnes County, Christ was a
Wimbledon dairy farmer until moving to Montana in
1970. He worked extensively to establish the North
Dakota Milk Stabilization Board and served as
chairman and the first producer member of the board.
In addition, he helped to organize the North Dakota
Milk Producers' Association and served as its first
president.
The Dairy Commissionership became vacant on the
death of Ardell Liudahl in March.
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by Wayne Kranzler
In recent years, as the prices for the foods lining
supermarket shelves have steadily increased, American consumers have become increasingly vocal in
their concern. And, while the prices of a great variety
of food products have been subject to consumer
scrutiny and dissatisfaction, the rise in the price of
b~ead has become one of the most controversial topics.
The increasing cost of bread is a justifiable
consumer concern.
However, this concern has
typically manifested itself by singling out the wheat
producer and tlie foreign ale of his product as the
source of rising bread prices.
The consumer
advocates' logic seems to be based on no more than
an intuitive feeling that foreign wheat sales have a
radical influence on the price of American wheat and
that this market price is the sole determining factor
• which sets retail bread prices. And example of this
logic was seen during the 1974 ''dollar a loaf' scare,
which, in an effort to curtail export wheat sales,
.painted a picture of an imminent U.S. wheat shortage.
The scare rationale implied that this would in turn
bring about a corresponding severe increase in retail
bread prices. Because bread historically has been the
symbol of all food, consumer outcry and misconception
,reached a high level.
U.S. wheat farmers realized the fallacies of this so
called 'crisis'argument. At that time, in North Dakota
alone, there were more than 100 million bushels of
spring and durum wheat available on farms and at
country elevators, enough to feed the entire country
for a minimum of seven weeks. In the winter wheat
raising states. a crop. totaling 2.5 times domestic
annual consumption, was to become available six
weeks prior to the widely predicted date of zero
supply.
As it became obvious that the U.S. was no where
near running out of wheat, the crisis rhetoric
,subsided. But such controversies, both during, before
and since· the 1974 scare, have developed many
misconceptions and erroneous attitudes among America consumers. It is not enough for only farmers to
recognize that export wheat sales are in the best
interest of all segment of the American economy and
that higher market prices are not necessarily the
r·

·

·

·c

••

of consumer comprehension has continually surfaced
each time wheat prices rise, a Soviet wheat sale is
made or a decreased production forecast is released.
If it were true that higher wheat prices equate
higher bread prices, then the opposite situatin should
also be true. Lower wheat prices should mean lower
bread prices. This, l)owever, has not been ithe case.
In an article describing an investigation of the bread
and cereals industries by the Council on Wage and
Price Stability, the Council said that, "Evidence
persists that the bread industrylrecorded increased
profit margins and rates of return on capital during
the period of declining commodities prices in 1974/75."

be so fortunate."
The North Dakota Wheat Commission and the Upper
Great Plains Transportation Institute feel that thi
study has helped shed some light on the current bread
pricing situation. It is hoped that American consumers.
as they express their concern regarding rising food tuff
prices, will realize that although the farmer requires a
reasonable profit in order to produce, he ha not
contributed significantly to the rise in retail bread
prices. The causes for these prices rises must be
attributed to the industry segment in which the ·
occur. The cost of the raw product which is contained in
a loaf of bread pales in significance when compared to
other industry inputs. And. although the farmer al o
has costs of labor. capital , distribution and profit. he is
not at liberty to adjust the price of his product
accordingly. He is wholly dependent on the wheat
market price, a figure over which. he. as an indi idual
producer, has little control.

Wheat farmers know that the blame they have
received for high bread prices is unjust. Market
prices for wheat have been on a general decline since
March of 1974. There has be
no correlation
between this decline and the average price of bread.
In early 1976, the North Dakota Wheat
Commission, a market promotion organization which is funded and directed by
North Dakota wheat producers, enlisted
the investigative capabilities of the Upper
Great Plains Transportation Institute, a
research unit located at North Dakota State
Universiy. Data was gathered from USDA
statistics and research instructions were to
show graphically and statistically the price
relationships between all segments of the
bread industry, from farm to supermarket
shelf, for the years 1971 through 1975. It
was hoped that the results would indicate
why bread prices have not followed the
downward trend currently evident in wheat
market prices and which industry segments were realizing the increased profit
or increased costs. The study. which was '
released recently, has helped answer these
questions.
The transportation institute's research
indicated that two distinct price relationship periods existed from 1971 to 1975.
The first time period, from the first quarter
of 1971 through August, 1973, was clearly
a period during which bread prices and all
input prices showed a strong, positive
relationship.
In other words, as the

·::::;:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:

This article was distributed by the North
Dakota Wheat Commission. Kranzler is the
group's information specialist.
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Wrestling champion works to look weak
BJC's Ayres

In 1976 he placed first in the 190 pound
class in the J uinor College National
Tournament. This year he was also heavy
weight champion of the North Dakota
Collegiate Conference. In 1975 he took
first place in the 190 pound class of the
NDCAC.

makes Olympic cut
Robin Ayres doesn't look too impressive
when he steps on o the mat. He wears a
wrestling suit that is too large for
him--in fact, it's almost baggy.
The wrestler cultivates the baggy look.
In an interview with
the Onlooker
earlier this year, Ayres explained that at
his first high school varsity meet, he was
given a suit several sizes too large for him.
As
weighed in, his opponent sneared,
"Look at that skinny honkey I have to
wrestle." Ayres pinned that opponent in
the first 60 seconds of the match.

Voted the Outstanding Graduating
Wrestler of the NDCAC, Ayres also holds
eight school records and this year was
voted the Outstanding Wrestler by his
teammates. He served as captain of the
BJC wrestling team in 1975-76 and was
named to the National Academic Wrestling Team this past semester. During the
- past two years, the Bismarck Quarterback
Club three times voted him Athlete of the
Month.

he

"From then on," he said, "I have
deliberately worn a wrestling suit that's
too big for me. My competitors look me
over and think I'm skinny and not strong.
They're not threateneci by me, and that
gives me a psychological advantage. I
catch them off guard."
Viewing his wrestling record, it's clear
that any competitor who underestimates
Ayres' strengt~ has been careless, indeed.
In mid-May he used his physical ability
and his "psychological advantage" to win
anothe wrestling honor.

~~~-~----~~r

Ayres, of Park Forest, Ill., a 1976
spring graduate of Bismarck Junior
College, received a sixth place medal at
the U.S. Final Olympic Trials held May
12-15 at Cleveland Ohio.
Competing in the 220 pound weight
class against 48 men from across the
nation, he attained a 4-2 record during the
Olympic Trials. He pinned four of his
opponents--one in 46 seconds and another
in 28 seconds.

As one of the top eight wrestlers in the
Final Trials, he automatically qualified to
attend the Olympic Wrestling Training
Camp to be held in DeKalb, Ill., May 18
through June 20. On June 20, "wrestle
downs" will begin.
According to Ed Kringstad, who is
athletic director and wrestling coach at
Bismarck Junior College, this will be a
"challenge situation" with the eighth place
wrestler challenging the seventh place
wrestler and so on. In order for a wrestler
to move up in place, he must beat his
opponent two matches out of three. The
three top wrestlers emerging from the
"wrestle downs" will represent the United
States in Montreal.

·

Kringstad said that he was very pleased
with Ayres' success in the Final Olympic
Trials. Olympic regulations forced Ayres,
whose wrestling experience has mainly
involved "collegiate style," to wrestle
"free style." Kringstad noted, "This is not
a young man's game. Robin has not had as
much experience in free style as the other
wrestlers had." The average age of his 48
competitors was 25-26 years. Ayres is 19.
During the past two years, Ayres has
wrestled in the 190 pound weight class
and occassionally in the heavy weight
class. His overall school win/loss record is
66-5 and he was named to the National
Junior College Athletic .Kssociation's First
Wrestling Team All American in 1975 and
1976.

photos and text

by Suezette Bieri Jacobs

According to Kringstad, "Ayres is one
of the better wrestlers we've had at BJC.
He contributed not only to the sport of
wrestling, but to the school in many
ways."
An honor student. Ayres was chairman
of the board of governors and was active
in student government, drama and theatre while at BJC. This fall he will be
, transferring to Eastern Illinoi Univer'ity.
Three other North Dako a wre tier
competed in the Final Olympic Trials in
Cleveland.
Dave Scherer and John
Anderson, both formerly of orth Dakota
State Universitv, were eliminated in the
"free style" co~petition. Anderson will
attempt t.o qualify in the "Greco-Roman"
event. A Dickinson State College student,
Jerry Sannes, did not qualify for the top
eight positions.

Single Senator
Districts
may bring
changes in ...

by Chuck Haga

Northside and Grand Forks
Air Force Base

North
Dakota Democrats
have argued for single-senator
legislative districts for years,
but Republicans in Grand Forks
are optimistic that they will
benefit more from the split of
old District 18 into four singlemember districts.
Some of the early signs seem
to point in the Republicans'
favor. The GOP lost five of the
eight House seats here in 1974,
the last city-wide election before reapportionment decisions
by the federal courts ended
multi-senator constituencies.
"I think we' II do better than
many people expected we
would,'' said Robert McDaniel,
chairman of the old 18th and
new 42nd District Republican
organization. "I think the single-member districts are going
to be to our advantage, very
definitely. We were worried
about it before, and many of us
thought that the multi-senator
approach provided the cities
with better representation, but
we're not afraid of going into
single-member district elections."
Some Democrats tend to
admit the claim. attributing
their party's problems to organizational failures and disunity. Rep. Dan Rylance. a
Grand Forks Democrat running
for a second term, adds that the
party is suffering · 'because we
have the wrong candidates in
the wrong districts.··
As an example, Rylance said
Rep . Ben Gustafson would
make "an excellent Senate
candidate" in the new District
18, the eastern portion of the
city. where a generally older
most estabff ftett:<r"'•'*tte'ltcv·
might be attracted to a man
who emprrasizes his appreciation for problems of retired
people.

about it, but h ju t didn't fit
there. He would make an
excellent candidate for the
Senate in District 18 and a
credible candidate in 17 and
43."

But Gustafson Jost to Rep .
Charles Orange in a bid for the
District 42 Senate endorsement,
and then failed to win renomination to the House. Instead. a
University of North Dakota
student and a junior high school
teacher were endorsed, after
having done extensive spadework.
"They fired me, " Gustafson
said bitterly, as he left the
convention. Democrats now are
worried he might challenge one
of the party's candidates in the
primary, or even take his case
to the district as a whole in
November. It was the second
time he had been denied
renomination to the legislature.
the first rebuff coming in 1972
after he had won a special
Senate election the year before.
Students, who dominated the
Democratic convention in 1972,
were angered by comments
Gustafson reportedly made to
the student newspaper at UND.
though he claimed his statements were taken out of context.
"Ben Gustafson could win in
two or three districts in town.··
Rylance said, "but he was
eliminated by his own party in
District 42. It's ironic that the
party that supported single-senator districts probably is
going to be the loser in the
immediate future because of it.
''That was the worst possible
district for him to be living in.··
he said. "Like it or not, he's
said and done some things th'at
have been used to show he· s
anti-student. I've talked with
many people who feel baclly

Democrats still haven't found
Senatecandidate in 18, where
Reps . Eliot Glassheim and
Terry Eriksmoen (formerly Terry Irving) face an uphill battle.
The probable Republican Senate nommee is Chuck Goodman, a popular incumbent,
though veteran Sen. George
Longmire has made no formal
declaration that he is stepping
down. There is a third incumbent GOP senator in the district. Ken Tweten, and he also
could complicate the party's
candidate selection.
''The feeling is that if more
than one of the incumbents
want the endorsement we'll
have them go through an open
primary," said Rep. Earl Strinden, the 1975 House majority
floor leader who is virtually
assured of renomination.
Goodman wants renomination. Longmire has talked about
stepping down, but may be
swayed by people who value his
position on the Senate Appropriations Committee.
Also,
Longmire was not pleased when
Goodman voted against him on
some major items last session,
including statewide public television. Tweten began his legislative career in the House, and
one attractive plan for the
Republicans would have him
team with Strinden for the
district's two House seats.
"But Ken doesn't want to
return to the House because his
brother Malcolm is there now,"
Strinden said. ·
Strinden's own plans hinge
on the UND Alumni Association's board of directors. He is
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alumni director at the university. and wfll
afll h
the
board feels about another term
when it meets in late May. "I
intend to run again,'' he said,
"but it's possible that I won't."
He is confident Republicans
will do well in Grand Forks, and
especially in his district, "a
very good district for the
Republican Party." He promises "a very hard, grassrootstype of campaign," and if he is
re-elected he intends ''to be the
majority leader again. I'm looking forward to that.· ·
People interested in politics
are looking forward to combat
between Strinden and Glassheim. who frequently sniped at
·each other as at-large representatives of the city. Democrats
are afraid Glassheim was hurt
when he took on "incumbent
Mayor C.P. O'Neill in the April
city election, and lost badly.
"It didn't help him," Strinden said. · 'The exposure was
not favorable."
Glassheim entered the race
at the last minute and won only
38 per cent of the vote. More
important, as far as this fall's
election is concerned, his lowest vote totals came in the
:-ieighborhood where he will be
. running for re-election to the
House.
"I had thought it would be
pretty even," he said recently.
"Toward the ~nd. I thought I
had a chance of winning. But 38
per cent isn't so.bad when you
consider what I was up against
--every established group in
the city."
Labor unions and some longtime Democratic-NPL leaders
endorsed O'Neill. himself a
nominal Democrat and former
union member, and that hurt
Glassheim . "O'Neill had a lot

of longtime friends in both
I
and u ·ne
who felt
they could work with him, and
generally he is doing a decent
enough job-- nothing is falling
apart. That's how people felt,
so that's how they voted."
He believes his own labor
record is good "and I think I
deserve the labor vote. in the
state election. I would be
surprised if they backed Earl
Strinden. ''
Glassheim said he spent
about $600 of his own money on
the mayoral race. and that
could hurt his legislative campaign. ''Terry is more optimistic than I am," he said. "I think
it's uphill, but not impossible.
"I'd be glad to have Gustafson as our senate candidate."
he added. "He's the type of
candidate we'd like to run
with."
In District 43, the southwestern part of Grand Forks,
the Republicans are counting
on the popularity of Sen. Stella
Fritze() to attract independent
and Democratic votes. The
party may also have another
woman. former Rep. Elynor
Hendrickson, on its ticket in 43.
The Democrats have endorsed
Larry Walstad. a veteran party
worker. for the Senate, and
Rylance and Gene Martin for
the House. Martin. a teacher.
finished ninth in the balloting
for eight House seats in 1974.
only a dozen votes behind
eighth-place Rylance.
The Democrats could have
some unity problems in District
43, too, because- of Rylance·s
support for Mrs. Fritzell . "I'm
going to be quiet about it
publicly. since we have our own
candidate," he said. "but what
I do in the voting booth--1
haven't changed my mind about that." He toyed with the
idea of urging his party to

endorse Mr . Fritzell, ''but he
said that could cost her the
Republican endorsement, since
our district convention came
first,·· and then he thought
with her about establishing an
independent ticket in Grand
Forks.
"But it came down to giving
up sure endorsements,'' he
said, "and that didn't make
much sense." Rvlance, who
wit~ Glassheim • and Irving
joined Republican Fritzell to
sponsor a public forum on
utilit ' cost . says such activities
transcend po1itical divisions.
Some Republicans believe the
Democrats are merely trying to
share in Mrs. Fritzell' popularity.
ln District 17. the northern
part of the city plus the Grand
Forks Air Force Base , Republicans so far have out-organized
the Democrats. who ha e had
trouble getting people to meetings. About three-fourths of
the district's population--the air
base per onnel and their dependents--will not parti.cipatc in
local politics, so a premium wi11
be placed on part , organization
Against Orange.
student
Warren Sogard and teacher
Joanne McCaffrey. the Repub licans in District 42 have
nominated UND profe or and
former City Council president
C.J. Thomforde , Rep. Art
Ra ·mood and student Wa ·ne
Stenehjem, son of Bank of
North Dakota student loan di rector Martin Stenehjem. Sogard i graduating from U D's
Jaw school this
pring and
Stenehjem will be a third- ·ear
law student next ) . . :::, .rnr! .~h- - -~~look forward to an is ues-oricnted campaign . Rep. eil Hen .
rud had been expected to be
the GOP Senate candidate . but
he withdrew to concentrate on
his- City Council duties and hi
family.
''This probably i the besteducated, best-informed di tri t
in the state," Stenehjem said .
"The election her is not going
to be decided on personalitie
but on issues. That means a lot
of work.
··I had thought before that
two students probabl · would be
elected from this district to the
House. but I'm not urc about
that anymore. There's no reason for students to not vote for
Art Raymond,·· 11ho i director
of Indian
tudie
at U D.
Raymond, whose election and
subsequent appointment to the
universit • po t may have violated the state constitution at the
time, was given clearance to
continue rhe double role rece.ntlv bv Att •. Gen . Allen
Olso~. ·
District 42 is cxpecled to lean
towards the Democrat • while
Republicans should do well in
18. The other two districts eem
to be to s-ups. a cording to
people form both partie .
City-wide, Republican · have
done well in the pa t . Democrats took five of the eight
House seat in 1974 "because
Republicans didn"t get out and
vote.·· Strindcn aid.
'· My city-wide vote total
usually is about 10.000... he
said ... but in that election I only
got about 8.000 votes. Th
Democrat who won polled no
more votes than the · normally
did. Watergate had a real
impact on m mbers of the
Republican Party. but th ~e
people are going to be back in
the next election."
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it - convention. The hearing will begin at 1 and on -ider l
request to pend
p.m. June 4, a Friday, at Bismarck' fund . 'from th i incom of it experiment
Holiday Inn. The hearing will b open t<
tat.ion ..
Each of the m ting will begin at 9
the public and any intPre ted per oh ma)
te tify, ac<'or<ling to platform committee a. m. in the ·apit 1.
chairman Marvin Mutzenburger of Minot.
Writ.ten testimony will lw acceptPd prior
to June 4.
·
June 9, 10

June 1, 2

Collective bargaining for public employees will be considered by the Legislative
Council's Committee on Industry, Bu iness and Lator C during its meeting at the
capitol June 1 and 2.
Other agenda items are consideration of
insurance valuation and nonforfeiture
laws, readability of insurance policies,
proposals for legislation from the state
labor commissioner, and prohibited activities of vocational rehabilitation em- June 7,8,9
Budget committee. of the North Dakota
ployees.
Bill drafts embodying changes in the Legislative Council will meet during the
insurance commissioner's office, medical second week of June.
Budget Committee H will meet June 7.
malpractice law, political activities of
employees of political subdivisions and 'ommittee C will meet June 9. Th fulJ
payment of travel expenses of state budget section will meet June 8.
The agenda for Committee B include
employees engaged in political activity
reports on the status of effort. to draft
will also be discussed.
bud ,.ets for the 1977-79 bi nnit>um in a
number of departments and institution· of
June 3, 4
- late government and a report' from orth
The Legislative Council's Committee on Dakota State Univer. ity's Department of
Finance and Taxation· will consider bill Agricultural Economics on projection · of
drafts on taxation of power transmission the state' · total per. onal income for the
lin~s at its meeting at the capitol June 3 next biennium.
and 4. Also on the agenda is discussion of
Committee C will revi w performan ·
property assessments and procedures in audits of the North Dalfota Hi torical
the state.
ociety, the State Library Com mi ion
and the State Fair A sociation.
The full budget section will review
June 4
The North Dakota Democratic Party programs funded through the Com pr ~
will hold a hearing on its proposed 1976 hcnsive !<] ucational Training Act
platform on June 4--three weeks ahead of ( "ETA), the status of the general fund
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The Judiciary A Comf(littee of the
LPgislative 'ouncil will meet to di cu a
numb r of lection reform mea ure on
June 9 and 10. Thur day and Friday.
Among agenda item are biH draft
r lat.ing to halloL, campaign contribution
diselo ure, financial intere t di clo ure,
primary and general ele tion , nominations. le ·tion n turn and recount and
C'IPrtion conte L.

June 21
The North Dakota Public Service
Commis ion will hold a hearing on alleged
violations of the state's strip mine
reclamation law by North American Coal
Corporation on June 21. The hearing,
which may last into a second day, will
begin at 9:30 a.m. in the state capitol.
Members of the United Mine Workers
of America Local 9880--men who work in
theco.mpany's Indianhead Mine at Zap,
have charged that NACCO has often
disregarded the state's reclamation law.
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